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Dear Members,

“Global warming” refers to the long-term warming of the planet. Global temperature shows a well-
documented rise since the early 20th century and most notably since the late 1970s. Worldwide, since 1880 
the average surface temperature has risen about 1 °C (about 2 °F), relative to the mid-20th-century baseline 
(of 1951-1980). This is on top of about an additional 0.15 °C of warming from between 1750 and 1880.

“Climate change” encompasses global warming, but refers to the broader range of changes that are 
happening to our planet. These include rising sea levels; shrinking mountain glaciers; accelerating ice 
melt in Greenland, Antarctica and the Arctic; and shifts in flower/plant blooming times. These are all 
consequences of the warming, which is caused mainly by people burning fossil fuels and putting out 
heat-trapping gases into the air. The terms “global warming” and “climate change” are sometimes used 
interchangeably, but strictly they refer to slightly different things.

Addressing climate change will require many solutions—there's no magic bullet. Yet nearly all of these 
solutions exist today, and many of them hinge on humans changing the way we behave, shifting the way 
we make and consume energy. The required changes span technologies, behaviours, and policies that 
encourage less waste and smarter use of our resources. For example, improvements to energy efficiency 
and vehicle fuel economy, increases in wind and solar power, biofuels from organic waste, setting a price 
on carbon, and protecting forests are all potent ways to reduce the amount of carbon dioxide and other 
gases trapping heat on the planet.

Scientists are also working on ways to sustainably produce hydrogen, most of which is currently derived 
from natural gas, to feed zero-emission fuel cells for transportation and electricity. Other efforts are aimed 
at building better batteries to store renewable energy; engineering a smarter electric grid; and capturing 
carbon dioxide from power plants and other sources with the goal of storing it underground or turning 
it into valuable products such as gasoline.

Planting trees, restoring seagrasses, and boosting the use of agricultural cover crops could help clean up 
significant amounts of carbon dioxide. Restoring forests already chopped down in Brazil, for example, 
could draw about 1.5 billion metric tons of CO2 out of the air, and a recent study published by the National 
Academies of Science estimates the world’s forests and farms could store 2.5 gigatons. Those are relatively 
modest numbers given historic carbon emissions of 2.2 trillion metric tons, but every contribution is needed 
to curtail the world’s current trajectory.

On activity side last month we organized a webinar on Refund of Un-utilised ITC & In-bond Manufacture 
and an Interactive webinar on Government e-Marketplace (GeM) through Video Conferencing for the 
benefit of the members.

Meet your in next issue

With regards,

V. Krishnakumar
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Africa is under the threat of extinction due to the 
burning hot climate. Their national flower King 
Protea is also facing the same situation. Some types 
of butterflies seen migrating from North Africa to 
northern Europe. And most importantly, 35 types 
of these butterflies were not even migratory. A 
particular type of mouse in south western forest 
of America, which lived 300 meters above sea level 
seems moved again thousand meters height for 
its survival. The largest animals on the land, the 
African elephants are losing their food due to heavy 
drought. Polar bears, the amazing predators are 
losing their habitat. The beautiful coral reefs, which 
are homes to so many sea species are withering 
away due to the climate change. The snow leopard, 
the giant Panda, Tiger, Monarch butterfly, green sea 
turtle, mountain gorilla, Asian elephants, Cheetah 
(the list goes on) are all victims to this ‘sword of 
Damocles’, the global warming.

What has lead the world in to such a catastrophe? 
Nothing but, human intervention. Rising 
temperature and the resulting climate changes 
are pushing the earth to an irrevocable disaster. 
And the main reason is greenhouse effect. Most 

Still we don’t know the exact cause that lead to 
the extinction of dinosaurs, who ruled the entire 

world once. Studies show, not only dinosaurs, but 
most of the other species which constituted almost 
three fourth of the entire world at that time, also 
extinct. This marked the end of Mesozoic era and 
paved the way for Cenozoic era, which is continuing 
till now. Human beings are the dominant species 
on earth at present. Our ancestors came in to 
existence around two and half lakhs of years ago. 
It is very less compared to the 16 crore years long 
saga of dinosaurs. But research and discussions are 
already going on about the ‘doomsday’, the last day 
of life on earth. If the extinction of life was just a 
fictional fantasy then, now it is becoming a red-hot 
topic which the scientists are discussing. They are 
pointing out global warming as a reason, that can 
cause the destruction of entire world.

A few islands were found to be disappeared due 
to the raising of sea level as a part of defrosting of 
the gigantic ice bergs, especially at Antarctica. The 
scientists who visited Antarctica, have published in 
their research papers that grass has started growing 
in some areas of Antarctica. Quiver trees in South 

If the extinction of life was just a fictional fantasy 
then, now it is becoming a red-hot topic which 
the scientists are discussing. They are pointing out  
global warming as a reason, that can cause 
the destruction of entire world!

All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.
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of the heat that reach the earth normally reflects 
away. But, the gases like Carbon dioxide, Methane, 
Nitrous oxide, Chlorofluorocarbon, water vapour 
etc. absorb the heat. These gases which are called 
greenhouse gases, help to maintain the temperature, 
which flourish the life on earth. But after industrial 
revolution, there was a rapid increase in greenhouse 
gases, which ultimately lead to higher absorption 
of heat and rise in temperature on the earth. This 
phenomenon is termed as green house effect. The 
different greenhouse gases have varying heat 
trapping abilities. Most of these gases can absorb 
more temperature than Carbon dioxide. A methane 
molecule can absorb heat more than 20 times that 
of a carbon dioxide molecule. Nitrous oxide is also 
300 times stronger than Carbon dioxide. Similarly, 
the heat trapping power of CFC is 1000 times 
greater than that of Carbon dioxide. But since their 
concentration in the atmosphere is significantly 
lower than Carbon dioxide, none of these greenhouse 
gases are causing much temperature increase to the 
atmosphere compared to carbon dioxide. During the 
last century, the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
increased by 25 percentage. According to Pieter 
Tans, an atmospheric scientist at ESRL, “The rate of 
Carbon dioxide growth over the last decade is 100 
to 200 times faster than what the earth experienced 
during the transition from the last ice age”. This it 
self shows how treacherous the situation is.

To the Roots...
As per the latest reports available, the hottest years 
started since 1998. The hottest being 2016, followed 
by 2019, 2015, 2017, 2018, 2014, 2010, 2013, 2005 and 
1998 respectively. Thus, it sounds alarming?! To 
tackle the steep temperature and hiking levels of 
greenhouse gases, we should first analyse the root 
causes. Well, just look around, we can at least easily 
list out a handful of reasons. The most important 
would be burning of fossil fuels. The fossil fuels have 
revolutionised the way human beings live. It was 
the stepping stone for industrial revolution. From 
then onwards, the vehicles, buildings, factories, and 
the power plants are using and harnessing the fossil 
fuels in many ways. And sadly, the cost we have to 
pay for this development, in another way, will also 
be very high. The combustion of fossil fuels is the 
main reason for the current disaster.

Around the world, one of the important factors 
which effect the climate globally and regionally are 
open burning. It includes burning of all kinds of 
wastes, forest fire and many more. It releases huge 
amount of greenhouse gases and toxic substances 

to the atmosphere which immediately (for a long 
period) contaminate the regional atmosphere and 
even polluting the whole world sometimes. One of 
the reasons behind the long-lasted Delhi smog was 
found to be the open burning of paddy residue in 
Haryana & Punjab, the ever-continuing forest fires 
in Indonesia was found to be affecting even the 
climate of neighbouring countries, and many more 
live examples can be cited.

Reasons behind the raising Methane in 
atmosphere are somewhat unbelievable. The 60 % of 
Methane emission is caused by Human & Livestock. 
The digestive process of these livestock is emitting 
methane to the atmosphere in unimaginable 
quantities. Even termites produce Methane as a 
result of bacterial activities happening in their body, 
which amounts to 20 to 80 million tons per year. The 
wetlands are also contributing to the Methane levels.

The emission of manmade gas Chloro-
fluorocarbon which is used as an element to cool 
the air in refrigerators and air conditioners are also 
substantially contributing towards global warming.

Rapid Deforestation and cutting down of trees 
are another cause for global warming. Forests are 
known as the lungs of the earth, which absorbs the 
carbon dioxide in large quantity and emits oxygen 
in turn. This helps to keep in check the levels of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. But as days are 
passing, the number of trees is decreasing rapidly, 
which increases the levels of Carbon dioxide and 
thereby rises the temperature...

What we Have Done and 
What we Should Do...
In 1997, however among the scientists and world 
leaders a consensus has been formed. This is as 
regards to the occurrence of global warming and 
the reason for which is the human made emission of 
carbon dioxide. The ultimate result was the signing 
of Kyoto protocol. It was the first international 
treaty to address the global warming. From then on, 
an international awareness was created against the 
emission of greenhouse gases and paved the way 
for fighting global warming. The key takes away 
from the agreement were:

1. Developed countries should contribute 100 
billion dollars to developing countries.

2. To decrease the rise in temperature below 2oC.
3. Make awareness among common people.

Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
an inter-governmental body of United Nations, is 

The secret of getting ahead is getting started.
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one of the first organizations to conduct studies on 
global warming. It convened international meetings 
and conducted serious discussions on global 
warming. It still continues this herculean task of 
creating awareness about global warming.

Although there are lot of organizations and 
people joint hands with one another, against this 
manmade calamity, the efforts are still unsatisfactory.

The first step in confronting the global warming 
is reducing the greenhouse gases coming out of the 
factory. This can be done by using ultra-modern 
machineries which is designed to reduce the carbon 
dioxide emission. The countries like Netherland 
and Switzerland have already started implementing 
these machineries. Using natural gases instead of coal 
will reduce Carbon dioxide emissions considerably. 
Geo thermal projects and solar energy projects are 
positive steps towards this goal. Improved methods 
of agriculture will also help to achieve reduced 
emissions. Fighting deforestation, planting more 
trees and steering towards sustainable development 
should be accelerated to keep our world healthy 
and prosperous.

Another Perspective…
Even though global warming is considered as a 
curse, many recent studies have a different opinion. 

They point out that lot of farmers are benefited 
from the longer spring and warm climate. They 
are getting better yield and fine harvest when the 
winter is short. But the counter argument is that not 
only the crops, but also, the pests and weeds are 
also flourished in the warmer climate, which will 
thus negate the benefit.

Few researchers are pointing out loss of artic sea 
ice is a benefit since the north west passage is being 
opened for a longer period, so that ships and vessels 
can sail easily, which obviously provide commercial 
advantages.

Some scientists already used greenhouse effect 
to melt down ice at mars. And this will help in 
creating a life supporting environment in another 
planets.

Whatever be the benefits, it is overwhelmed 
by the huge negative disastrous impact of global 
warming. It can easily be the cause of destruction of 
human race, even the life on earth. It may sometimes 
seem an exaggeration that the humanity may think 
of creating another ‘Noah’s Ark’ to maintain life in 
the only planet, our beautiful earth. But still there is 
hope that step by step resurrection is still possible if 
we are ready to cooperate, to raise our voice and to 
act against this hazard, the ‘Global Warming.’
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w	 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Reducing your need to buy 
new products results in a 
smaller amount of waste. 
Even if you need to buy, 
consider buying eco-friendly 
products. It is the most 
effective of the three R’s. It 
simply says cut back from 
where are you now.

Reuse bottles, plastic 
containers, and other items 
bought at the grocery store. Reusing 
water bottles, yogurt cups, bread ties, 
and other items is being conscious about what 
is already out there. It will lessen having to purchase 
other items that would fulfill the same function. Try 
to use disposable products into some other form. 
Just don’t throw them away.

You can recycle almost anything for e.g., paper, 
bottles, aluminum foils, cans, newspapers. Recycling 
of these unwanted things is a great earth saving tip. 
By recycling, you can help in reducing landfills.

w	 Reduce Waste
Landfills are the major contributor of methane and 
other greenhouse gases. When the waste is burnt, it 
releases toxic gases in the atmosphere, which results 
in global warming. Reusing and recycling old items 
can significantly reduce your carbon footprint as 
it takes far less energy to recycle old items than to 
produce items from scratch.

w	 Upcycle your Furniture
Upcycle tables, furniture, and other outdated items 
to keep landfills clean. Consider using recycled 
materials like pallets or repurposing your old 
furniture instead of buying new ones.

w	 Recycle your Clothes
The average American throws away about 80 
pounds of clothing a year. Fast fashion is not 
only wasteful, but its environmental cost is 

devastating. A handful of retailers 
offer recycling programs, while 

companies like Patagonia will 
actually purchase, refurbish, 
and resell your gently worn 
garments.

w	Bring your own 
Shopping Bags

Plastic bags are destructive 
to the environment. They take 

hundreds of years to break down, 
contaminate soil and waterways, 

and cause widespread marine animal 
deaths. Cities and states around the country 

have enacted plastic-bag bans or charges on single-
use bags to combat the problem. Switch to reusable 
bags and use them consistently to contribute.

w	 Replace Regular Incandescent Light 
Bulb

Replace regular incandescent light bulb 
with compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulbs. They 
consume 70% less energy than ordinary bulbs and 
have a longer lifetime.

w	 Buy Energy-Efficient Appliances
Always buy products that are energy efficient as 
they can help you save a good amount of money on 
your energy bill. Energy Star certified products are 
more efficient that can help you to save energy, save 
money and reduce your carbon footprint.

w	 Turn Off the Lights
Duh! If you’re not using a room, there’s no need for 
the light to be on.

w	 Turn off Electronic Devices
Turn off electronic devices when you are moving 
out for a couple of days or more. Unnecessary usage 
of electronic appliances will not only save fuel, i.e., 
coal by which we get electricity but also increase the 
useful life of your gadgets.

Easy and Simple Ways To 

Stop Global Warming

I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 games. 26 times I’ve been trusted to take the 
game winning shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life and that is why I succeed. 9
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w	 Go Solar
Many people have caught the energy-efficient 
bandwagon of solar energy. Having solar panels 
installed is something readily possible and available. 
Incentives and discounts given by government 
agencies and energy companies make solar 
energy something to look into.

w	 Use Less Hot Water
Buy energy saving geysers and dishwasher for your 
home. Avoid washing clothes in hot water. Just wash 
them in cold or warm water. Avoid taking frequent 
showers and use less hot water. It will help in saving 
the energy required to produce that energy.

w	 Install a Programmable Thermostat
A programmable thermostat doesn’t cost much, and 
its cost can be recovered from the amount that you 
save by reducing energy. The easiest and most cost-
effective advice is simply adjusting your thermostat 
up 1 degree down in the winter and up by 1 degree 
in the summer. Lower your thermostat 2 degrees in 
the winter. Instead of making your home a burning 
furnace, try putting on extra layers.

w	 Use Clean Fuel
Electric, smart cars, cars that run on vegetable oil, 
etc…are great examples of using renewable energy. 
Supporting companies that provide these products 
will help the rest of the mainstream manufacturing 
companies convert over.

w	 Look for Renewable Fuel Options
If you can’t afford an electric car, buy the cleanest 
gasoline as possible. When car shopping, look at 
the benefits of options that provide renewable fuel. 
Although it may be a pretty penny now, you’re on 
the ground level of forwarding thinking.

w	 Save Energy
When you consume less, less carbon dioxide 
is released into the atmosphere. Setting your 
thermostat using your smartphone or changing the 
type of light bulb you use is a great start.

w	 Wrap your water heater
in an Insulation

By keeping the energy in the water heater condensed, 
less energy is emitted into the air. This not only 

helps the earth but your pocketbook as well.

w	 Check Your Gas Cap
A loose, cracked, or damaged gas cap allowing gas 
to escape from your tank as vapor wreaks havoc on 
the environment. It also wastes fuel and your hard-
earned gas money. Turn the gas cap until it clicks a 
few times.

w	 Insulate
Making our homes more efficient can substantially 
cut the energy needed to heat and cool. Adding 
insulation, weather stripping, and caulking around 
your home can reduce energy bills by more than 
25%.

w	 Replace Filters on Air Conditioner and 
Furnace

If you still haven’t, then you are wasting energy but 
breathing in dirty air. Cleaning a dirty air filter can 
save several pounds of carbon dioxide a year.

w	 Go Green
Using energy star appliances will not only save 
money but also the amount of energy wasted in 
your home. Have a look at various ways to go green.

w	 Download Earth Saving Apps
Apps like Kil-Ur-Watts and Wiser EMS not only 
help calculate your energy costs but provide tools 
and ways to save energy and money.

w	 Plant a Tree
Planting trees can help much in reducing global 
warming than any other method. They not only 
give oxygen but also take in carbon dioxide during 
the process of photosynthesis, which is the primary 
source of global warming.

w	 Use Clothesline to Dry Your Clothes
Think of your grandmother when you do this. Most 
clothes shouldn’t be put in the dryer anyway.

w	 Plant your own Vegetable Garden
It doesn’t get more local than getting fresh vegetables 
from your backyard.

w	 Start Composting
Transforming food scraps and lawn clippings into 

Don’t limit yourself. Many people limit themselves to what they think they can do. You can 
go as far as your mind lets you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve.10
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fresh, nutrient-rich soil gives home gardens a boost. 
Roughly 20 to 30% of what we normally throw out 
can be composted. And the process offers huge 
benefits like saving money on shipping organic 
waste to landfills and generates energy from 
methane.

w	 Conserve Water
This is a tired tip, but ever so important. If we added 
up the water wasted by the millions of Americans 
brushing their teeth, we could provide water to 
more than 23 nations with unclean drinking water. 
Remember, it takes energy to draw and filter water 
from underground.

Taking a quick 5-minute shower will greatly 
conserve energy. The type of shower head used 
will also aid in combating global warming. Take 
showers instead of baths. Showers use less water 
than baths by 25%, over the course of a year, that’s 
hundreds of gallons saved.

w	 Eat Less Hamburger
Besides carbon dioxide, methane introduced into 
the air contributes to global warming. With meat 
consumed by the seconds, the number of cows 
breathing out methane is a huge contributor, thanks 
to our carnivorous diet and the billion-dollar meat 
industry.

w	 Reduce Food Waste
Whether it’s left on your plate or rotting in your 
fridge, wasted food is a big problem. In the U.S., 
the wastage accounts for 38 million tons a year, 
according to the EPA. However, small changes 
to your routine can make a big difference. Save 
food, and apply smarter ways about storage and 
preservation.

w	 Don’t Drink Bottled Water
Landfills already contain more than 2 million tons 
of plastic bottles. It takes 1.5 million barrels of oil 
to manufacture water bottles every year, and those 
bottles take more than 1,000 years to biodegrade. 
Have one reusable water bottle to make a big 
difference.

w	 Take Lunch in a Tupperware
Each time you throw away that brown paper sack, 
more brown paper sacks are being produced in a 

factory as we speak.

w	 Eat Naturally
Not only do the health benefits speak wonders for 
those who eat naturally, but it cuts down the energy 
costs used by factories who produce processed food.

w	 Remove your Lawn
That “little” patch of green in front of your home 
looks beautiful, but lawns require extra water, gas-
powered equipment, and fertilizer that pollutes 
waterways. Less grass equals less gas.

w	 Use a Kitchen Cloth Instead of Paper 
Towels

Paper towels produce nothing but wasted 
energy—think of factory pollution, as well as tree 
consumption.

w	 Reuse Towels
Hang towels to dry, instead of popping them back 
in the wash after a few uses.

w	 Avoid Products With Lot of Packaging
Just don’t buy products with a lot of packaging. 
When you buy such products, you will end up 
throwing the waste material in the garbage, which 
then will help in filling landfill sites and pollute the 
environment. Also, discourage others from buying 
such products.

w	 Tune Your Car Regularly
Regular maintenance will help your car function 
properly and emit less carbon dioxide.

w	 Check Your Tires
Make sure your tires are properly inflated when 
you drive. If not, then your vehicle might consume 
more fuel, which in turn release more CO2 in the 
atmosphere. Keep your engine properly tuned and 
drive less aggressively. Aggressive driving and 
frequent applying of brakes hampers the engine 
and can even lower the mileage of your car.

w	 Stop Idling Your Car
It might be freezing outside, but unless your car is 
buried in snow, start your car as usual. It may take 
longer to warm up, but the world isn’t just about 
you.

The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is now. 
11
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w	 Drive Less or Carpool
By driving less, you are not only saving fuel but also 
helping in reducing global warming. Also, look out 
for other possibilities, e.g., carpooling. If you have 
colleagues who live in the same area, then you can 
combine trips.

If you need to go to a local market, then either 
walk or go by cycle. Both of them are a great form of 
exercise. The biggest pollution emitting fumes are 
caused by oil and gasoline. Therefore, cutting down 
consumption is a huge step to reducing energy 
wastes.

w	 Take Public Transit
Public transportation helps reduce gridlock and 
carbon emissions. Many city dwellers incorrectly 
assume that buses and trains take longer. So give 
transit a try. These days public transport is made 
much comfortable and speedy. It may just exceed 
your expectations.

w	 Buy Carbon Offsets when you Fly
Limit your flights, or give up flying altogether, 
would be best. Even downsizing from business 
class to economy cuts down your carbon usage, if 
you can manage without the legroom.

w	 Ride Your Bike
Not only is bike riding healthy, but it also reduces 
the amount of CO2 released into the air. Walking is 
another easy way to reduce global warming.

w	 Work From Home at least a day a 
Week

Studies show that 45 percent of the U.S. workforce 
has a job that suits for full-time or part-time 
telecommuting. Working a few days each month 
from home means one less commuter on the road 
contributing to greenhouse gases.

w	 Get Home Energy Audit Done
Call a home energy audit company and get an audit 
done for the home that will help you to identify 
areas that consume a lot of energy and are not 
energy efficient at all.

w	 Become Part of the Global Warming 
Community

Connecting with others will help you become more 
conscious of the impact we all have. The Climate 
Change National Forum and Global Humanitarian 
Forum are great avenues to know the latest facts, 
statistics, and efforts in making a difference.

w	 Celebrate Arbor Day and Earth day
Although most of us hear about these days in 
passing, see what the buzz is all about. Plant a tree, 
pick up trash, or join a forum.

w	 Become Aware of Your Contribution
With technology within your fingertips, finding 
information about protecting the environment is 
everywhere. To help emit less CO2, the first step is 
being aware of how much you can contribute.

w	 Spread the Awareness
Always try your best to educate people about global 
warming and its causes and after-effects. Tell them 
how they can contribute their part by saving energy 
that will be good for the environment. Gather 
opportunities and establish programs that will help 
you to share information with friends, relatives, and 
neighbors.

By being just a little more mindful, we all can 
play our part in combating global warming. These 
easy tips will help preserve the planet for future 
generations. Scientists won’t have to defy the space-
time continuum to keep life on planet earth from 
continuing.

Courtesy:  
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com

w  Carbon dioxide levels in the air are at their highest in 650000 years.

w Global temperature nineteen of the twenty warmest years on record 
have occurred since 2001.

w  Arctic ice minimum, in 2012, Arctic summer sea ice shrank to the 
lowest extent on record. Sea level: Global average sea level risen 
nearly 7” (178 cm) over the past 100 years.

Only the paranoid survive.
12
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Global warming is the long-term heating of 
Earth’s climate system observed due to human 

activities, primarily fossil fuel burning, which 
increases heat-trapping greenhouse gas levels 
in Earth’s atmosphere. The term is mostly used 
interchangeably with the term climate change; 
though the latter refers to both human as well as 
naturally produced warming and reflects its effects 
on our planet. Climate change thus refers to any 
significant change in measures of climate such 
as temperature, precipitation or wind lasting for 
an extended period.  Climate change is primarily 
attributable to rise in the atmospheric temperature 
of the earth. In some places of Asia and Africa, the 
frequency and intensity of droughts are found to 
increase in recent decades. Moreover, episodes of 
great storms have been more frequent and intense 
since the recent past, compared with the previous 
100 years. All these are signs that show Earth’s 
climate is changing making it more difficult for 
mankind to survive. The Earth is losing its ecological 
balance due to human activities. 

Today, science has established that human-
induced climate change is playing a major role. 
Climate change, caused by emissions from industries 
and other human activities, is not only making the 
world warmer; but also triggers extreme weather 
events and alters the rainfall patterns. No place in 
Earth can remain unaffected from these effects, but 

India is particularly vulnerable. Rising temperatures, 
especially combined with humidity, can be even 
more dangerous. If climate change continues at the 
similar trend, then average temperatures in India 
could reach as high as 29.1° C by the end of the 
century against the present value of 25.1° C.

A report by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has warned of disastrous 
consequences if current trends of global warming 
are not reversed immediately. The report says that 
the impact of a 1.5°C increase in global temperatures 
will “disproportionately affect disadvantaged and 
vulnerable populations through food insecurity, 
higher food prices, income losses, lost livelihood 
opportunities, adverse health impacts, and 
population displacements". India stands to be 
one among the vulnerable nations, given its huge 
population and poor economic background.

India ranks 14th among the most climate 
change-affected country in the world, based the 
Global Climate Risk Index released recently, though, 
in terms of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 
India’s share remains significantly lower than those 
of both the US and China. India’s per capita emissions 

…the impact of a 1.5°C increase 
in global temperatures will 
“disproportionately affect disadvantaged 
and vulnerable populations through food 
insecurity, higher food prices, income 
losses, lost livelihood opportunities, 
adverse health impacts, and population 
displacements. 

It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.

Scenario of 
Climate Change and 

Global Warming 
in India

”

“
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is around 2.7 tonnes of CO2 in 2015, being seventh of 
the US figure and less than half the world average of 
7 tonnes of CO2. In many ways, India is paying for 
the excesses of the developed world. India’s climate 
change crisis is not only influenced by such external 
factors, but there remain significant local factors 
as well. For instance, in India, Coal still remains 
the major source for electricity, the emissions from 
which contribute significantly to climate change, 
accounting for more than 68% of total emissions in 
the country. There is a serious concern in India over 
the health impact of coal plants. One in every eight 
deaths in India is due to air pollution, according 
to a recent report in the Lancet Planetary Health, 
while half of the world’s 20 most polluted cities are 
mapped in India. Similarly, inefficient agricultural 
practices encourage excessive water use, which 
is further responsible for climate change-induced 
monsoon variations.

Not only environment, climate change also 
affects work force and labourers. In industries, 
high temperatures can make life miserable for 
workers and decrease their productivity, especially 
in construction. According to the International 
Labour Organization, the loss in productivity by 
2030 because of heat stress could be the equivalent 
of India losing 34 million full-time jobs, the 
highest among the world’s most populous nations. 
Agriculture and construction work are expected to 
suffer the most. This is bad news for India, where 
farming is the single largest occupation, followed 
closely by construction work, where people have to 
work for long hours in the hot outdoors. Millions 
of outdoor workers in India are already finding it 
difficult to work as temperatures rise every year, 
hurting productivity and health.

Overall, climate change has already made India 
hotter and drier since the middle of the twentieth 
century, with more droughts, cloudbursts, floods, 
rise in sea levels, stronger cyclones and monsoon 
shifts. Climate change has led to heat waves that are 
longer, more intense and more frequent. Researchers 
say the increasing heat will take a worsening toll 

in human lives as temperatures continue to rise. 
Unless the greenhouse gas emissions are curbed 
significantly, extreme heat could become a major 
global killer by the end of this century, equalling 
death rates for all infectious diseases combined, 
including tuberculosis, HIV and malaria. In the 
largest international study on health and financial 
impacts of temperature-related deaths, the Climate 
Impact Lab reports that climate change’s effect on 
temperatures could raise 73 additional deaths per 
million by 2100 under a continued high emissions. 
Developed nations will be able to address this issue 
by spending more on infrastructure, through more 
air conditioning and better health, which may not 
be the case with our economy. 

Points of action

With industry and transport restarting after the 
lockdown forced by the Covid-19 pandemic, India 
will have the best chance right now to control 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Investments 
in technology to improve energy efficiency and 
develop non-fossil energy sources are also needed 
to slow the growth of CO2 emissions and expand 
future policy options. Our economic policies should 
also take into account the health and environmental 
costs when approving plans or projects. Studies 
prove that low-carbon investment would save eight 
times more than costs when accounting for reduced 
health and environmental expenditures.

Some of the active measures include 
passive reduction of indoor temperatures, 
water conservation and rainwater harvesting, 
groundwater regulation, waste segregation and 
recycling, low impact urban development, pollution 
control, best irrigation practices, increased forest 
cover, mangrove restoration, improvement in 
disaster response, transition to renewable sources,  
public transport infrastructure, and carbon taxation. 
All the above measures are possible and have been 
proved economically viable. Finally, by going green, 
we can minimize emissions of greenhouse gases 
that cause climate change.

I wake up every morning and think to myself, 
‘how far can I push this  company in the next 24 hours.14
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 Independence day on 15th August 2020 at our Association

Webinar on Refund of Un-utilized ITC & In-bond Manufacture 20th August 2020

Technical Committee meeting of members of SIEMA – IPMA – and REA was held on 19th August 2020 through ZOOM

16th Annual General Meeting of COIndIA on 26th August 2020

74th Independence day on 15-08-2020

Press Meet: Joint Council of Association of Coimbatore on 
14th August 2020 at COIndIA Complex

 An Interactive webinar on Government e-Marketplace (GeM) 
through Video Conferencing (Zoom) on 14th August 2020



J¸	 {ÖÁÚzvß	 öÁØÔUS®	 uÛ©ÛuºPÎß	

öÁØÔUS®	 ÷uøÁ¯õÚ	 Ai¨£øhz	

÷uøÁPÎÀ	 uPÁÀ	 öuõhº¦	 vÓß	 ªP	

•UQ¯©õÚx	GßÓõÀ	AxªøP¯À».	JÆöÁõ¸	

{ÖÁÚzvØS®	 J¸	 EßÚu©õÚ	 EØ£zvU	

öPõÒøP	 ©ØÖ®	 uµ÷©®£õmkU	 öPõÒøP	

C¸US®.	 AÁØøÓ	 A¢{ÖÁÚzvß	 ÷|µi¨	

£o¯õÍºPÐUS®	 Œõº£o¯õÍºPÐUS®	 ¦›²®	

Ásn•®	 GkzxU	 TÔ	 AÁºPøÍ	 C»UøP	

÷|õUQa	öŒ¯À£h	øÁUS®	ÁÀ»ø©ªUPÁºPÍõP	

÷©»vPõ›PÒ	ÂÍ[P	÷Ásk®.	A¨ö£õÊxuõß	

AÁºPÍõÀ	 {ÖÁÚzøu	 öÁØÔ¨	 £õøu°À	

öPõsk	 öŒÀ»	 •i²®.	 Ax÷£õ»÷Áuõß	

uÛ©ÛuÝøh¯,	 öÁØÔUS®	 uPÁÀ	 öuõhº¦	

vÓß	CßÔ¯ø©¯õu	 JßÓõS®.	 J¸Áº	 uÚUSz	

÷uõßÖ®	 Gsn[PøÍ²®	 ]¢uøÚPøÍ²®	

©ØÓÁºPÎh®	AÁºPøÍ	DºUS®	£i¯õP	ÂÍUQU	

TÔ	 AuøÚ	 AÁºPÒ	 HØÖU	 öPõsk	 öŒ¯À£h	

øÁUP	•i²®.	AzuøP¯	vÓßªUPÁºPÒ	Gv¾®	

GÎvÀ	öÁØÔ¯øh¢x	ÂkQßÓõºPÒ.

(1)	 uPÁÀ	 öuõhº¤À	 ]Ó¢x	 ÂÍ[S[PÒ	

(2)	 vÓ¢u	 ©Úzxhß	 vPÊ[PÒ	 (3)	 ÷PmS®	

BºÁzøu	 E¸ÁõUS[PÒ	 (4)	 ©Ûu	 EÓøÁ	

ÁÍ¸[PÒ	(5)	Aa\©ØÓ	`ÇÀ	÷Ásk®.

uPÁÀ öuõhº¦z vÓß

Gsn®,	 öŒõÀ	 ©ØÖ®	 öŒ¯À	 BQ¯	 ‰ßÖ®	

J¸[Qøn¢x	J÷µ	÷|õUPzvÀ	öŒ¯»õØÖ®	÷£õx-

uõß	•ß÷ÚØÓzvß	÷ÁP®	TkQßÓx;	Azxhß	

PÚÄPÒ	 ö©#¨£kÁuØPõÚ	 Áõ#¨¦PÐ®	

AvP©õQßÓx.	 ÷©¾®	 J¸Á¸øh¯	 öÁØÔUS	

AÁ¸øh¯	EøÇ¨¦	©mk®	÷£õuõx,	AÁ¸hß	

£o¦›÷Áõ¸øh¯	 JzxøÇ¨¦®	 ªPÄ®	

AÁ]¯©õÚuõS®.	 ©ØÓÁºPÒ	 JzxøÇ¨ø£¨	

ö£ÖÁuØS	 AÁºPÐøh¯	 Aßø£¨	 ö£Ó	

÷Ásk®.	 AuõÁx	 ©ÛuºPÎß	 ©Ú[PøÍ	

DºUS®	 vÓß	 öPõshÁºP÷Í	 ÁõÌUøP°À	

GÎvÀ	 öÁßÖ	 ÂkQÓõºPÒ.	 AøÚÁ¸øh¯	

EÓøÁ¨	 ö£ÖÁuØSz	 uPÁÀ	 öuõhº¦zvÓß	

ªPÄ®	•UQ¯©õÚ	JßÓõS®.	B®!	G¨ö£õÊx®	

]¢vzx¨	÷£\	÷Ásk®	Gß£xhß	©ØÓÁºPÎß	

]¢uøÚz	 ysk®	 Âu©õP¨	 ÷£\	 ÷Ásk®	

Gß£x®	•UQ¯®.

vÓ¢u ©Úzxhß vPÊ[PÒ

‘GÀ»õ®	 GÚUSz	 öu›²®’	 GßÓ	 BvUP	

©Ú¨£õßø©²®,	 GxÄ÷©	 GÚUSz	 öu›¯õx	

GßÓ	 uõÌÄ	 ©Ú¨£õßø©²®	 •ß÷ÚØÓzvØS	

•mkU	 PmøhPÍõP	 Aø©²®	 Gß£vÀ	 GÆÂu	

\¢÷uP•®	 CÀø».	 ÷©¾®	 GÀ»õ®	 GÚUSz	

öu›²®	 GßÖ	 {øÚUS®	 ÷£õx®	 BnÁ®uõß	

uø»U÷PÖ®.	 GÀ»õ®	 öu›¢uÁºPÒ	 GßÖ	

¯õ¸ªÀø»;	 GxÄ÷©	 öu›¯õuÁºPÒ	 GÚ	

¯õ¸ªÀø».	 JÆöÁõ¸Á¸US®	 |©USz	

öu›¯õu	HuõÁx	J¸	Â\¯®	{a\¯®	öu›¢v¸UP	

Áõ#¨¦	 C¸UQÓx.	 BP÷Á	 ¯õøµ²®	 xa\©õP	

uPÁÀ 
öuõhº¦ 
vÓß 
÷Ásk®

If people are doubting how far you can go, go so far that you can’t hear them anymore.
19
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]¢uøÚU PÂbº

hõUhº PÂuõŒß

C¯USÚº	©ØÖ®	uø»Áº,

©ÛuÁÍ	@©®£õmkz	xøÓ 

¹mì	{ÖÁÚ[PÒ,	@PõøÁ



{øÚUPõ©À,	 GÀ÷»õøµ²®	 \©©õP	 ©vUS®	

£s£mh	 ©Ú{ø»÷¯	 ÁÍºa]US	 EuÂ¯õP	

C¸US®	GßÖ	©Ú|»	ÁÀ¾ÚºPÒ	TÖQßÓõºPÒ.

BP÷Á,	 G¨ö£õÊx®	 vÓ¢u	 ©Ú{ø»²hß	

vPÌÁ÷u	 ]Ó¢ux.	 AuõÁx	 GÚUS	 öu›¢ux®	

öu›¯õux®	 C¸UPz	 uõß	 öŒ#²®.	 GÚUSz	

öu›¢uøu	 ©ØÓÁºPÐhß	 £Qº¢x	 öPõÒÍÄ®,	

öu›¯õuÁØøÓ	 ©ØÓÁºPÎhª¸¢x	 PØÖU	

öPõÒÁuØS®	 |õß	 u¯õµõP	 C¸UQ÷Óß	 GßÓ	

©Úxhß	GÀ÷»õøµ²®	AqP	÷Ásk®.	Ax÷Á	

©Ûu	EÓÄPÒ	ÁÍºÁuØS	Eµ©õP	Aø©²®.

÷PmS® BºÁ®

}[PÒ	÷£_®	ÁõºzøuPÒ,	÷Pm÷£õºPøÍ	DºUS®	

Âu©õP	C¸UP	÷Ásk®	Gß£xhß	E[PÐøh¯	

÷£a]À	 CÛø©²®	 ¦xø©²®	 P»¢v¸UP	

÷Ásk®.	 ‘öŒõÀ¾P	 £¯Ýøh¯	 öŒõÀø»’ 
GßÓõº	ÁÒÐÁº.	Áõ°À	C¸¢x	Ev¸®	JÆöÁõ¸	

Áõºzøu²®,	÷PmS®	BºÁzøuz	ysk®	Âu©õP	

C¸UP	 ÷Ásk®.	 AuõÁx	 ÷Pm÷£õºPÐUS	

£¯Ýøh¯	 Âu©õP¨	 ÷£_®÷£õxuõß	 |©x	

÷£aøŒ	 AÁºPÒ	 AUPøÓ²hß	 ÷Pm£õºPÒ.	

BP÷Á	÷Pm÷£õºPÎß	©Ú©Ô¢x,	÷uøÁ¯Ô¢x,	

`ÇÀ	 AÔ¢x	 ÷£_®	 vÓøÚ	 ÁÍºzxU	 öPõÒÍ	

÷Ásk®.	 B®!	 ÷£_Áx	 J¸	 Pø».	 •¯Ø]UP	

•¯Ø]UP	•ß÷ÚØÓ®	HØ£k®.

©Ûu EÓÄPÒ

öÁØÔUS	 ªPÄ®	 Buõµ©õP	 Aø©Áx	

J¸Á¸øh¯	©Ûu	EÓÄz	vÓßPÒuõß	GßÓõÀ	

Ax	 ªøP¯Àø».	 ©ÛuºPøÍ	 _‰P©õPU	

øP¯õÐÁxhß	 AÁºPøÍ	 FUP¨£kzx®	

Pø»°À	 ÁÀ»ÁºPÍõPz	 vPÌ£Á÷µ	 ]Ó¢u	

uø»ÁµõP	 E¯µ•i²®.	 BP÷Á	 £o¯PzvÀ	

£o¦›÷Áõ¸hß	|À¾ÓøÁ¨	÷£qÁuØS	uPÁÀ	

£›©õØÓ®	 ªPÄ®	 AÁ]¯®.	 J¸Á¸UöPõ¸Áº	

£µì£µ®	¦›¢x	öPõsk	J¸	SÊÁõP	Cøn¢x	

{ÖÁÚzvß	 C»UøP	 GmkÁuØS	 EøÇUP	

÷Ásk®.	 HöÚßÓõÀ	 {ÖÁÚzvß	 öÁØÔuõß	

AvÀ	£o¦›÷Áõ¸øh¯	ÁõÌUøP	E¯ºÁuØS®	

÷©®£kÁuØS®	xøn	{ØQÓx.

Aa\©ØÓ `ÇÀ

JÆöÁõ¸	{ÖÁÚzvß	öÁØÔ²®	AvÀ	SÊÁõPa	

öŒ¯À£k®	 ©ÛuºPÎß	 J¸[Qøn¢u	 BØÓÀ	

ö£õÖz÷u	 Aø©QßÓx.	 AÆÁõÖ	 SÊÁõPa	

öŒ¯»õØÖ®	 ©ÛuºPÒ	 Aa\ªßÔ	 £o¦›QßÓ	

`Ì{ø»	 E¸ÁõUQz	 u¸Áx	 {ÖÁÚzvß	

uø»¯õ¯	 Phø©¯õS®.	 ÷©¾®	 E¯º{ø»°ß	

£o¦›²®

AvPõ›PÒ,	 GÀ÷»õ›h•®	 Aß£õPÄ®	

Aq\µøÚ¯õPÄ®	 £ÇP÷Ásk®.	 Aa\©ØÓ	

`Ì{ø»°Àuõß	|®¤UøP²®	¦v¯	]¢uøÚ²®	

©»¸®.

‘Aa\®	uÂº’	GßÓõº	©PõPÂ	£õµv¯õº.	B®!	

Aa\©ØÓ	 _Ç¼Àuõß	 £øh¨¦zvÓß	 ©»¸®.	

£øh¨£õØÓÀ	ªS®÷£õx	¦v¯Ú	E¸ÁõQßÓÚ.	

BP÷Á	{ÖÁÚzvß	ÁÍºa]US®	¤µa\øÚPøÍz	

wºzx	 •ß÷ÚØÓzvß	 £iPÎÀ	 ÂøµÁuØS®	

Aa\©ØÓ	 £oa`Çø»	 E¸ÁõUSÁxuõß	

{ÖÁÚz	uø»ÁºPÎß	•uØPhø©¯õS®.

‘C¢u	 E»P®	 ÷PõøÇPÐUPÀ»;	 £¯¢x	

Kh•¯»õ÷u	öÁØÔ÷¯õ,	÷uõÀÂ÷¯õ	öuõhº¢x	

öŒ¯À£k’	 GßÓõº	 µõ£ºm	£mhß	GÝ®	AÔbº.	

÷uõÀÂ	 ÷|º¢xÂk÷©õ	 GßÖ	 Ag]	 Ag]	

{Ø£ÁºPÍõÀ	 J¸÷£õx®	 ŒõuøÚ	 ÁõÛÀ	

£ÓUP•i¯õx!	xo÷Á	xøn	GßÖ	•¯Ø]°À	

C¯[S£ÁºPÍõÀuõß	öÁØÔz	÷uøÚa	_øÁUP	

•i²®.

÷©¾®	AÁºPÒ	GßÚ	öŒõÀÁõºPÒ?	CÁºPÒ	

GßÚ	 öŒõÀÁõºPÒ?	 GßÖ	 Â©º\Ú[PÐUS	

£¯¢x	 ÂhUThõx.	 BÚx	 BPmk®	 GßÖ	

÷|ºÁÈ°À	 •¯Ø]PøÍ	 •kUQ	 Âh÷Ásk®.	

B®!	 ‘¤Ó¸øh¯	 £õµõmkUS®,	 £ÈUS®	

öŒÂŒõ#zuõÀ	 ©PzuõÚ	 Põ›¯®	 Gøu²®	

öŒ#¯	 •i¯õx’	 GßQÓõº	 G¼ÚõºUÎß	 GßÓ	

©÷ÚõuzxÁa	]¢uøÚ¯õÍº.

•Êø©¯õÚ	 •¯Ø]PøÍ	 •ßÛÖzv,	

uPÁÀ	 öuõhº¦z	 vÓøÚ	 ÷©®£kzvU	 öPõsk	

£o¯õØÖ®	÷£õx	öÁØÔUPÛPøÍz	öuõhº¢x	

_øÁUP	•i²®.

We need to accept that we won’t always make the right decisions, that we’ll screw up royally 
sometimes – understanding that failure is not the opposite of success, it’s part of success.20
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You’ve gotta dance like there’s nobody watching, love like you’ll never be hurt, 
sing like there’s nobody listening, and live like it’s heaven on earth. 21
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PUMP 
F A Q

The BEP, or Best Efficiency Point, is the point at which the pump 
operates at peak efficiency. At the BEP, flow enters and leaves 
the pump with a minimum amount of flow separation, turbulence, 
and other losses. The closer a pump operates to its BEP, the less 
wear the pump will experience, which increases the reliability of 
the pump. In the below image, the BEP is located at the apex of 
the pump efficiency curve (green line). If a vertical line is drawn 
from the BEP down to the pump curve (black line), the head and 
flow rate at the BEP can be determined by looking at where this 
line is in relation to horizontal and vertical axes.

A closely related topic to the BEP is the Preferred Operating 
Region, or POR. The POR is a range of rates of flow to either side 
of predicted BEP within which the hydraulic efficiency and the 
operational reliability of the pump are not substantially degraded. 
Within this region, the design service life of the pump will not be 
affected by the internal hydraulic loads or flow- induced vibration. 
Operating a pump within the POR ensures higher reliability and 
lower energy consumption. A typical range for the POR is shown 
on in Figure 1. Note that the POR is defined in ANSI/HI 9.6.3 
Rotodyanamic Pumps Guideline for Operating Regions, and the 
POR changes depending if the pump radial (centrifugal), mixed 
or axial flow type.

A wider range of flows, outside the POR, over which the 
service life of a pump is acceptable, is designed the Allowable 
operating region (AOR). The limits to AOR are determined by 
requirements other than energy consumption and should defined 
with the help of the pump manufacturer. Some factors that 
determine the AOR are:

• Hydraulic loads (bearing life, fatigue, mechanical contact, 
shaft deflection, thrust, etc.)

• Liquid temperature rise
• Bearing housing or shaft vibration
• Audible Noise
• Power limitations
• Net Positive Suction Head
• Suction Recirculation

There are a multitude of negative consequences that arise 
when a pump is operated significantly above or below its BEP 
that can result in accelerated pump wear and premature failures. 
For example operating at excessively low flow rates could cause 
higher radial loading on the impeller causing excessive shaft 
deflection leading to premature seal failures. At excessively high 
flow rates the pump’s required suction head may not be met and 
the pump could cavitate.

Figure 1 - BEP illustrated on head capacity curve with corresponding POR and AOR

What is the BEP and what happens to a 
pumping system when a pump is not 
operated at the BEP?



SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) 

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology. 

We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of 

 “WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY” 

We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like, 

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

• All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

• We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.

For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473. 

Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com



Fairy tales are more than true: not because they tell us that dragons exist, 
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The World Urbanization Prospect 2018 Revision 
predicted that the megacities of the Asia and Africa is 

likely to be experienced about 90% growth of its population 
(World Urbanization Prospect 2018 Revision) by 2050. 
Delhi, the second largest megacity in the world (Tickell 
and Ranasinha, 2018) is the single largest contributors 
to the urban population (about 7.6%) in India with about 
16.8 million inhabitants distributed over 1485 km2 area 
(Chandramouli and General 2011). Over the last two 
decades, the population density has increased from nearly 
9340 people/km2 in 2001 to 11,297 persons/km2 in 2011, 
growing at an average annual rate of 37.60%. Along with 
this population boost, economic development initiatives in 
the city have enhanced pollution level emitted from different 
sectors. For example, since 2008 the sales of domestic 
manufactured vehicles have increased by at least 15%/
annum (SIAM, 2013), the transport demand is expected 
to rise as much as 200% between 2015 and 2030 (Amann 
et al., 2017), the traffic quantities are likely to increase 
by 10.5%/year (MoSPI, 2015), whereas power generation 
is expected to increase by 11.1%/year (CEA, 2015, CEA, 
2016). The impacts of the unprecedented population 
boost on environment together with uncontrolled urban 
growth, consequent industrialization and automation have 
made environmental pollution seriously thought provoking. 
The most obvious consequence of it is deterioration of 
air quality (Goyal, 2003; Amann et al., 2017; Gulia et al., 
2018; Kanawade et al., 2020).

Delhi is considered among the most polluted megacities 
of the globe based on environment performance index 

(WHO, 2016). According to the environmental monitoring 
database for the world leading megacities encompassing 
100 countries published in April 2018 by WHO for the 
period of 2011 and 2016 Delhi ranks high in the list of 
PM10 pollution (WHO, 2018). In NCT Delhi, for the last 
several years, PM2.5 concentration is recorded very high 
and it is far beyond the tolerable limits as per National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (Mohan and 
Kandya, 2007; Kumar et al., 2017). This high air pollution 
intensity causes significant public health problems (Heal 
et al., 2012; Dholakia et al., 2013) particularly shortness 
of breath, chronic respiratory disorders, pneumonia, acute 
asthma etc. (Rizwan et al., 2013). Due to the public health 
threats, in 2017, the Indian Council of Medical Research 
(ICMR) has declared community health emergency for the 
National Capital Region (NCR) of Delhi (Chowdhury et 
al., 2019). WHO (2014) reported that it is one of the chief 
reasons behind premature deaths in India. According to 
the study executed by India State-Level Disease Burden 
Initiative Collaborators (Dandona et al., 2017) and ICMR, 
PHFI, and IHME (2017), in India, one out of every eight 
deaths in 2017 is associated with air pollution and is 
the second major threat causative to infection load after 
undernourishment in 2016. Therefore proficient air quality 
mapping and analysis at city scale could be an important 
means for understanding air quality state and formulating 
efficient policy for combating the situation.

Mass scale health problems due to air pollution 
also imposes considerable burden to the national 
economy, particularly for the developing countries where 

Air Quality
Lockdown &

…lockdown presumes to be the effective 
alternative measure to be implemented 

for controlling air pollution.



Everything you can imagine is real.
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government is the foremost contributor of the health 
care facilities (WHO, 2006). As per the estimation of the 
World Bank (World Bank, 2016; Lim et al., 2012) welfare 
expenditure is equivalent to about 8% of national GDP in 
the developing countries. In order to minimize the health 
burden due to air pollution the Central government and 
the government of NCT Delhi, have imposed several 
regulation measures since long as per international 
guidelines. For instance, CPCB ENVIS (2012) identified 
17 categories of highly polluting industries with restricted 
operation within the jurisdiction of the NCT Delhi; 
implementation of strict emission standard for vehicles, 
renovating complete municipal transportation to CNG fuel, 
converting coal-based power plants to natural gas (CPCB, 
2011), ban on entrance of weighty vehicles during peak 
hours, odd-even car trial system (Kumar et al., 2017) and 
many more. In spite of these efforts, air pollution level is 
not reduced considerably in Delhi. However, efficacy of 
these policy interventions has generated lots of questions 
for achieving success. Therefore, unless effective counter 
measures are taken and implemented, ambient air quality 
will not be restored.

Due to the contagion of COVID-19, a nationwide 
lockdown is imposed in India from March 24th for three 
weeks up to 14th of April and later extended up to 3rd May. 
By this nationwide lockdown almost all industrial activities 
and mass transportation have been prohibited. As a result, 
the pollution level in 88 cities across the country drastically 
reduced down (Sharma et al., 2020) only after four days 

of commencing lockdown event according to the official 
data from the CPCB. Therefore lockdown presumes to be 
the effective alternative measure to be implemented for 
controlling air pollution and the present work intended to 
explore the degree of air quality change during lockdown 
at spatial scale in the megacity Delhi.

Overall the significance and impacts of lockdown are 
still not well understood and likely to have significant role 
on restoration of air quality. Nationwide lockdown amid 
the COVID-19 pandemic provides a unique opportunity 
to work in this direction. Consequently, quantitative 
appraisal of air pollution desires to be carried out so as 
to understand the upshot of lockdown measures on air 
quality particularly when there is a need to implement such 
alternative control actions. The present study is an effort in 
this direction to assess the usefulness of the lockdown as 
an alternative strategy for diminution of air pollution level 
in NCT Delhi. The objectives of the present study is (i) to 
compare the atmospheric pollutant concentrations in Delhi 
during the pre and during lockdown periods, (ii) to quantify 
the integrated air quality due to the implementation of 
lockdown regulation during Lockdown period and (iii) to 
unveil the level of major pollutant concentration in the past 
few years during the same window period. Focusing on 
the NCT of Delhi, the study is thought to be a conceivable 
addition to the scientific community and policy makers 
not only to assess the impacts of lockdown on air quality, 
but also its efficiency as an easy alternative action plans 
for upgrading in air quality of NCT Delhi with public 
involvement in upcoming years.
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“EnøÁ	|ßS	ö©ßÖ	Œõ¨¤k£ÁºPÐUS,	\ºUPøµ	

÷|õ#	 Áµ	 Áõ#¨¤Àø»,”	 GßQÓõº	 ÷PõøÁ	

Pìy›£õ	 Põ¢v	{øÚÄ	]zu	©¸zxÁ©øÚ°ß	

uø»ø©	 ]zu	 ©¸zxÁº	 \µÁnß.	 ]zuõÂÀ	

\ºUPøµ	 ÷|õ#US,	 GßÚ	 ©¸¢xPÒ	 EÒÍÚ?	

Œõ¨¤k®	 EnÄ	 \zuõP	 ©õØÓ¨£mk,	 Eh¼À	

EÒÍ	 öŒÀPÐUS	 ÷£õ#	 ÷Œµ	 ÷Ásk®.	 A¢u	

÷Áø»ø¯uõß	Cß_¼ß	öŒ#QÓx.	Cx	 \›¯õP	

|hUPõuuõÀ,	\ºUPøµ	÷|õ#	Á¸QÓx.	40	Á¯xUS	

÷©À,	C¢u	SøÓ£õk	Á¸®.	 ]zu	©¸zxÁzvÀ,	

CøuÁõu,	¤zu,	P£	}›ÈÄPÒ	GÚ,	‰ßÖ	ÁøP¯õP	

¤›zx	øÁzv¯®	öŒ#Q÷Óõ®.	BÁõµ®§	Si}º,	

Aªºu	ÁÀ¼	GßÓ	̂ siÀ	̀ µn®,	v›£»õ	̀ µn®,	

PÀ½µÀ	©ØÖ®	Pøn¯zvß	BØÓø»	AvP›US®	

©¸¢xPÒ	Áõ°»õP	Pmk¨£kzxQ÷Óõ®.	Cß_¼ß	

_µ¨¦	SøÓ¯	Põµn®	GßÚ?	 ‘ö|õÖ[PzvßÓõÀ	

100	 Á¯x’	 GßÓ	 £Çö©õÈ	CuØS	 ö£õ¸¢x®.	

EnøÁ	 |ßÓõP	 ö©ßÖ	 Œõ¨¤mhõÀ,	 Áõ°À	

_µUS®	 EªÌ}º,	 EnÂÀ	 P»¢x	 Á°ØÖUSÒ	

öŒÀ¾®.	A¢u	 EªÌ}›À	 EÒÍ	 ‘u¯¼ß’ GßÓ 

GßøŒ®,	Pøn¯zvÀ	Cß_¼ß	_µUP	EuÄQÓx.	

ö©À»õ©À	AÁ\µPv°À	Œõ¨¤k®	£»¸US,	C¢u	

u¯¼ß	_µ¨£vÀø».	\ºUPøµ	÷|õ#	EÒÍÁºPÐ®,	

ÁµUThõx	GÚ,	{øÚ¨£ÁºPÐ®	EnøÁ	|ßÓõP	

ö©ßÖ,	Œõ¨¤h	÷Ásk®.	

S h À 	 ¦ s 	 ¤ µ a ø Ú ¯ õ À 	 £ » º	

£õvUP¨£kQßÓÚ÷µ...?	 \›¯õÚ	 ÷|µzxUS	

Œõ¨¤hõ©À	C¸¨£xuõß,	AÀ\º	Áµ	•UQ¯	Põµn®.	

ö|õÖUSzwÛ,	AvP®	j,	Põ¤	Œõ¨¤k£ÁºPÐUS	

AÀ\º	 Á¸®.	 CuØS	 ]zuõÂÀ	 H»õv	`µn®,	

Áõ²	`µn®,	Sß©	E¨¦	`µn®,	 \[S	 £è£®	

©ØÖ®	H»õv	©õzvøµ	EÒÍx.	‰mkÁ¼	wµ	ÁÈ	

C¸UQÓuõ?

Á°ØÔÀ	¦s	C¸US®	÷£õx,	Áõ²	¤µaøÚ²®	

Á¢x	Âk®.	C¢u	Áõ²,	‰mkPÎÀ	u[Q	‰mk	

Á¼ø¯	HØ£kzx®.	uspº	\›¯õP	SiUPÂÀø»	

GßÓõÀ,	³›U	B]m	AvP©õQ,	‰mkPÎÀ	Á¼	

Á¸®.	 CuØS	 Áõµ®	 J¸•øÓ	 ÁõøÇzusk	

áüì	SiUP»õ®.	¥ºUPß,	_øµ,	§\o	÷£õßÓ	}º	

\zxÒÍ	 Põ#PøÍ	 Œõ¨¤h	 ÷Ásk®.	 £aøŒ¯õP	

Œõ¨¤mhõÀ	öµõ®£	 |À»x.	©v¯	EnÂÀ	ö|#	

÷Œºzx	Œõ¨¤h»õ®.	¤µsøh	Œõ¨¤h»õ®.

‰»	Â¯õvUS	 wºÄ	öŒõÀ¾[P÷Íß?	AvP	

÷|µ®	J÷µ	ChzvÀ	EmPõº¢x	C¸¨£ÁºPÐUS®,	

ÁõPÚzvÀ	AvP	yµ®	£¯n®	öŒÀ£ÁºPÐUS®	

‰»®	Áµ»õ®.	AvP	Põµ®	Œõ¨¤k£ÁºPÒ,	©»UPmk	

EÒÍÁºPÐUS®	Á¸®.	‘ShÀ	_zu®;	EhÀ	_zu®.’ 
EÒ÷Í	÷£õÚ	EnÄ	u[Põ©À	ãµn®	BQ	öÁÎ÷¯	

Áµ	 ÷Ásk®.	 ¦Îzu	 ©õÂÀ	 u¯õ›zu	 EnÄ,	

QÇ[S,	 ©õÄ	 \zxÒÍ	EnÄ	 uÂºUP	 ÷Ásk®.	

Põ#PÔ,	£Ç[PÒ	AvP®	÷Œºzx	öPõÒÍ	÷Ásk®.	

]zuõÂÀ	 P¸øn	QÇ[S	 ÷»Q¯®,	 |õP£è£®	

ÂÀÁõv	÷»Q¯®,	©ø»ÁõøP	`µn®	EÒÎmh	

©¸¢xPÒ	EÒÍÚ.÷|õ#	Gvº¨¦	\Uvø¯	AvP›UP,	

GßÚ	öŒ#¯	 ÷Ásk®?	]zuõÂÀ	Âmhªß	 ‘]’ 
AvP®	EÒÍ	‘ªµõUQÒ’	GßÓ	J¸	‰¼øP	£õÚ®	

EÒÍx.	CßøÓ¯	`Ì{ø»°À	Cøu	SÇ¢øuPÒ,	

ö£›¯ÁºPÒ	GÀ÷»õ¸®	SiUP»õ®.	CvÀ	÷|õ#	

Gvº¨¦	\Uv	AvP®	EÒÍx.

EnøÁ |ßS ö©ßÖ Œõ¨¤k£ÁºPÐUS,

\ºUPøµ ÷|õ# 
Áµ Áõ#¨¤Àø»

When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long 
at the closed door that we do not see the one which has been opened for us. 27
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Do one thing every day that scares you. 
29
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Áõma÷Œõh ÷£mh›PøÍ 
©Ó¢xmk¨ ÷£õÕ[P÷Í!

öußPõ] µ°À {ø»¯zøu Âmk _ø©PÐhß 

öÁÎ÷¯ Á¢÷uß. ÃmkUS ÷£õP Bm÷hõ 

÷£]÷Úß Bm÷hõUPõµÛh®.

“GÆÁÍÄ?” GßÖ ÷Pm÷hß.

£µ®ì Aµ¦ |õmi¼¸¢x «Ú®£õUP® Â©õÚ 

{ø»¯zvÀ Á¢x CÓ[Q Cµsk ö£›¯ 

`m÷P_PÐhß |hUP •i¯õ©À |h¢x Á¢x 

öPõsi¸¢uõº,. A¨÷£õx A[÷P Á¢u ©õ] ÷Pmhõº.. 

“©o GßÚ I¯õ?”

£µ®ì Cµsk `m÷P_PøÍ²® R÷Ç øÁzx Âmk 

uß ©oUPmøhz v¸¨¤ £õºzx Âmk..

“BÓõP 10 {ªh® C¸US.”

“ÁõÆ. E[P PiPõµ® |À»õ C¸US. G[P Áõ[QÜ[U?”

“|ßÔ. Cx |õ÷Ú iøŒß £soÚ PiPõµ®... C[P 

£õ¸[P'' GßÖ uß ÁõmøŒU PõmiÚõº £µ®ì. J¸ 

ö£õzuõøÚ A•UP A•UP E»Qß EÒÍ GÀ»õ 

÷|µ[PøÍ²® ö|õi ©õÓõ©À PõmkÁxhß, E»QÀ 

EÒÍ 86 ö©m÷µõ |Pµ[PÎÀ ÷|µ® ©ØÖ® um£ 

öÁ¨£® Põs¤zux A¢u Áõma. A÷u ö£õzuõøÚ 

«sk® A•UP A•UP E»Qß £À÷ÁÖ ö©õÈPÎ¾® 

£»Âu©õÚ AÇQ¯ SµÀPÎÀ A¢u PiPõµ® ÷|µ® 

öŒõßÚx. Cøu £õºzu ©õ]US Ba\º¯©õÚ Ba\º¯®. 

“Ah Cx ©mkªÀ». Cx» C¢u ¦ÒÎ Á¢x GPS 
Œõmiø»m ‰»©õ |õß G[P C¸UQ÷Óß GßÖ iµõU 

£soUöPõs÷h C¸US®.” A÷uõh £» |Pµ[PÎß 

öuÎÁõÚ Áøµ£h® (map), CµÄ ÂÍUS, ÷©¨ø£ 

£UPzvÀ C¸US® _ÁØÔÀ ö£›uõUQ öu›¯ øÁUS® 

¦öµõöáUhº vÓß, AvÀ C¸¢u ÷»\º £õ°shº 

CßÝ® GßöÚßÚ÷©õ PõmiÚõº. £õºzu ©õ] A\¢x 

÷£õ# Âmhõº.

“}[P÷Í iøŒß £sÛÚx GßÖ öŒõßÜ[P÷Í? Cu 

GÚUS Âø»USz u¸Ã[PÍõ???”

“CÀ». CßÝ® Cx ©õºUPmkUPõP öµi BPÂÀø». 

CßÝ® öPõg\® ]ßÚ ]ßÚ Â\¯[PÒ GÀ»õ® \› 

öŒ#¯ ÷Ási C¸US”

“}[P ÷ÁÓ u¯õº £soU÷Põ[P.. . C¢u PiPõµzøu 

GÚUS Âø»US uõ[P”

“CÀø» I¯õ”

“¹. 10 B°µ® uº÷Óß Œõº”

“Ah Cx CßÝ® ÂØ£øÚUS öµi BPÂÀø»”

“\›. J÷µ Âø» 15000”

“öŒõßÚõ ÷PÐ[P..”

“®ï®. 25000 ¹£õ#.. C¨£÷Á uõ[P”

“CÀ»....”

“® . Jsq® ÷£Œõw[P. 40000. C¨£ GßÚ öŒõÀÕ[P?”

“Ah Esø©¯õ÷Á Cx CßÝ® •ÊŒõ.....”

“öµi BP÷»ßÝ uõ÷Ú öŒõÀ» ÁºÕ[U? Jsq® 

÷£Œõw[P. Pøh] Âø» 50,000. GÚUS }[P Cu 

öPõkz÷u uõß BPq®. CÆÁÍõÄ Â¸®¤ 

÷PmQ÷Óß”

£µ®ì ÷¯õ]zx £õºzuõº. Cx Áøµ CÁº C¢u 

Áõma_US öŒ»ÁÈzux ¹.10000 ©ØÖ® 2 Á¸h 

EøÇ¨¦. CÁº u¸® £n÷©õ 50000. CuØS ÷©À 

©ÖUP ÁÈ CÀ»õ©À £µ®ì AÁ›h® C¸¢x 50000 

Áõ[QU öPõsk PiPõµzøuU PÇmiU öPõkzuõº. 

Áõ[Q¯ ©õ] BÚ¢u©õ# øP°À PmiU öPõsk 

|ßÔ öŒ¾zv Âmk ÷ÁP©õ# QÍ®¤Úõº.

“í÷»õ J¸ {ª\®” GßÖ £µ®ì T¨¤mhõº.

PiPõµzøu Áõ[Q¯ ©õ], “Ahhõ AxUSÒÍ CÁº 

uß ©Ú\ ©õzvQmhõ÷µõ GÚ £¯¢u £i v¸®£ £µ®ì 

AÁ›h® A¢u Cµsk ö£›¯ `m÷PìPøÍ Põmi 

öŒõßÚõº....

“A¢u Áõma÷Œõh ÷£mh›PøÍ ©Ó¢xmk¨ 

÷£õÕ[P÷Í?”



It’s no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then.
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©¸zxÁ®
	 xzvUPõ°À EÒÍ ÂøuPøÍ Cizx 

ö£õi¯õUQ, AuÝhß PØPsk®, ÷uÝ® 

÷Œºzx Œõ¨¤mk Áµ öÁs÷©P®, EhØ`k, 

øPPõÀPÎÀ £h¸® \¸© ÷|õ#PÒ, öÁÒøÍ 

£kuÀ BQ¯øÁ²® Sn©õS®.

	 £hº uõ©øµUS: AÖP®¦À¾®, ©g\Ð® ÷Œºzx 

Aøµzx £hºuõ©øµ°À §\ ÷|õ# w¸®.

	 öPõÒÎÀ |õºa\zx {øÓ¢v¸¨£uõÀ }›ÈÄ 

÷|õ¯õÎPÒ AÆÁ¨÷£õx EnÂÀ öPõÒÐ 

÷Œºzx Á¢uõÀ Cß_¼ß _µ¨¦ AvP›zx }›ÈÄ 

Pmk¨£kzu¨£kQÓx.

	 £À DÖ, ÃUP® ÁUS: Qµõ®¦, PØ§µ®, J©® 

Gkzx |ßÓõPz umi ÃUP® EÒÍ DÖPÎÀ 

øÁzx QÔx ÷|µ® öŒßÓ¤ß Áõ# öPõ¨£ÎUP 

£À DÖ, ÃUP® w¸®.

	 öPõÒøÍ •øÍPmi²® Œõ¨¤h»õ®. öPõÒÎÀ 

SøÓ¢u AÍÄ P÷»õ› C¸¨£uõÀ EhÀ 

Gøhø¯ AvP›UPõx. A÷u ÷|µ® Põº÷£õ 

øím÷µm {øÓ¢v¸¨£uõÀ \Uv²® C¸US®.

|øPa_øÁ

öu›¢xöPõÒ÷Áõ©õ
	 £a÷Œõ¢v°ß |õUS 

uß Eh¼ß }Ízøu  

Cµsk ©h[S AvP©õP C¸US®.

	 uøµ°À •xS £k®£i EÓ[S®

J÷µ E°›Ú® & ©Ûuß.

	 ÷uß]mk, ©µ[öPõzv, ÷£õßÓ 

£ÓøÁPÐUS |hUP öu›¯õx.

	 JmhPzøu Âh AvP |õmPÒ 

uspº CßÔ ÁõÊ®  

J¸ E¯›Ú® P[Põ¸ G¼.

	 x¸ÁU PµiPÒ AøÚzx÷© Chx øP 

£ÇUP® Eøh¯øÁ.

	 CßÓÍÄ® GßøÚ G›zxU öPõsi¸UP»õ®. 

C¯À£õ# Á¢x ¦ßÚøPzuõÀ £øÇ¯Ú ©ÓöÁ÷Úõ! 

•P|m¦ £õµõmi 

•xQÀ Szv¯ÁºPøÍ.

	 B[Q» ÁÀ»õvUP \Uv²hßöÁØÔz v»Pªmh Ãµ 

©[øP uß |®¤øP uÍµõu ©Ú EnºÄhßÃµÁõÒ 

öPõsk Svøµ¨£øh öPõsköÁÒøÍUPõµøÚ 

¦Ó•xS PõmiKhKh Âµmi¯ÁÒ £õµv Psh¦xø© 

ö£s

	 Gß AÇQ¯ |m÷£! EßÝhß CÚn¢u¨ ¤ÓS uõß 

©»¸® §UPÎß CøŒ°¼¸¢x Ev¸® §UPÎß 

ö©ÍÚ® Áøµ µ]UPUPØÖUöPõs÷hß... |m¦U 

öPõÒÍ uµ® ÷uÁ°Àø»... |À ©Ú® ÷£õx® Gß£øu 

AÔ¯U PØÖUöPõs÷hß...

	 PèhzvÚõÀ GÆÁÍÄ Pspº Á¢uõ¾® øP¯õÀ 

xøhzxU öPõs÷h C¸} ]¢x® Psp›À C¸¢x 

PØÖUöPõÒÍ ÷Ási¯x JßÖuõß Pèhzv¾® 

\› Pspº ]¢x® ÷£õx® \› AkzuÁº øPø¯ 

Gvº£õºUPõ÷u.

PÂøuPÒ

	 “y[PÓxUS •ßÚõ» GÀ»õ¸® GßÚ öŒ#Áõ[P?” 

“•Èa]¸¨£õ[P”
	 “hõUhº, £¯[Pµ •xSÁ¼... GßÚ £sn»õ®...?”
 “øu»® A¨øÍ £sq[P...”
 “A¨£i²® Á¼ ÷£õP÷»ßÚõ...?”
 “½ÄUS A¨øÍ £sq[P.”
	 v¸hß: “©›¯õøu¯õ ¥÷µõ ŒõÂø¯U öPõk...”
 CÀ»zuµ\ß: “Cøu÷¯uõ®¨£õ |õß 

PÀ¯õn® BÚx÷»º¢x Gß ÃmkUPõ›Qm÷h 

÷PmkUQmi¸U÷Pß!”
	 “GßÚ C¨ö£À»õ® ©õ÷Úáº EßøÚ¨ £õºzx 

CÎUPÓvÀø»...?”
 “ ‘}[P ]›US®÷£õx G[P uõzuõ ©õv› 

C¸UR[P’ ßÝ öŒõß÷Úß”
 “AÁ¸US ©Óv AvP©õ°ka_Ý G¨£ia öŒõÀ÷Ó?”
 “PuÂÀ ŒõÂø¯ ©õmimk §møh Gkzxmk¨ 

÷£õÓõ÷µ.”

uzxÁ®
 ]›zx

öPõs÷h C¸....Á¼PÒ Th Â»Q öPõÒÐ®...

 ÃmiÀ EÒÍÁºPøÍ AÔÂÚõÀ AÍÂkÁx®...!

öÁÎ¯õmPøÍ Aß¤ÚõÀ AÍÂkÁx® 

•mhõÒuÚ®...!

 öuÎÁõÚ ö£õ#US® ÂÍUP[PÒ AÁ]¯©ØÓx...

]» ÷|µ[PÎÀ ÂÁõu[PÐ®...

 ÷uøÁ¨£k®... ÷£õx ÷uh¨£kÁõ# Ax Áøµ 

Aø©v¯õ# C¸...

 ]›¨¦ CÀ»õu ÁõÌUøP]ÓS

CÀ»õu £ÓøÁUS \©® 

£ÓøÁUS AÇS ]ÓS E[PÐUS AÇS ]›¨¦.

	 CÛUP CÛUP¨ ÷£_÷Áõº 

GÀ»õ® Cu¯zvÀ |®ø© 

øÁzv¸¨£vÀø». ö|¸[Q 

ö|¸[Q Á¸÷Áõº GÀ»õ® 

ö|g\zvÀ HØÖÁvÀø»



Smart people learn from everything and everyone, average people 
from their experiences, stupid people already have all the answers. 31
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AºáúÚß	 ©mk®	 G¨£i	 ]Ó¢u	 ÂÀ»õÍß	

BÚõß	 &	 ©Põ	 £õµu	 \®£Á®	 	 x÷µõnº,	

£õshÁºPÐUS®	 öPÍµÁºPÐUS®	 ÂzøuPÒ	

£»	 PØÖ	 öPõkzxUöPõsi¸¢u	 Põ»®	 Ax.	 J¸	

|õÒ	 x÷µõnøµ	 uß	 Aµs©øÚUS	 AøÇzu	

v¸uµõèiµß,	£õshÁºPÐUS®	öPÍµÁºPÐUS®	

G¢u	Âu	£õS£õk®	CßÔ	uõ÷Ú	£°Ø]	öPõkUQÕºPÒ	

GßÖ	 ÂÚÂÚõº.	 AuØS	 x÷µõnº,	 B®	 ©ßÚõ	

GßÖ	 £v»Îzuõº.	 uß	 ^hºPÒ	 AøÚÁ¸US®	

G¢u	 Âu	 £õS£õk®	 CßÔ	 £°Ø]	 AÎ¨£÷u	 J¸	

|À»	 BŒõÝUS	 AÇS.	 }[PÒ	 J¸	 |À»	 BŒõÚõP	

C¸¨¥ºPÒ	GßÖ	|®¦Q÷Óß	GßÓõº	v¸vµõèiµº.	

•Êø©¯õÚ	 ©Põ£õµu®	 Ãi÷¯õ	 v¸a]µõèiµ›ß	

÷£a]À	H÷uõ	JÎ¢xÒÍx	Gß£øu	AÔ¢u	x÷µõnº.	

öPÍµÁºPÒ	 ußøÚ	 £ØÔ	 uß	 u¢øu°h®	 H÷uõ	

SøÓ	TÔ	C¸UQÓõºPÒ	Gß£øu	³QzxUöPõshõº.	

©ßÚõ	|õß	AøÚÁøµ²®	\©©õP	uõß	|hzxQ÷Óß	

BÚõÀ	AÁµÁ›ß	uÛ¨£mh	•¯Ø]	©ØÖ®	BºÁzøu	

ö£õÖz÷u	 JÆöÁõ¸Á¸®	 £õhzøu	 PØQßÓÚº	

GßÓõº	x÷µõnº.	Auß	¤ß	©ßÚ›h®	Âøh	ö£ØÖ	

uß	 Si¼ØS	 v¸®¤Úõº.	 Akzu	 |õÒ	 G¨÷£õx®	

÷£õ»	 AøÚÁ¸US®	 £°Ø]	 öuõh[Q¯x.	 CßÖ	

öPÍµÁºPÐUS	\›¯õÚ	£õh®	¦Pmh	÷Ásk®	GßÖ	

•iöÁkzx	 AønÁøµ²®	 J¸	 PõmiØS	 Tmi	

öŒßÓõº	x÷µõnº.	ÁÈ°À	J¸	BÖ	C¸¢ux.	A¢u	

BØÓ[Pøµ°À	 AønÁøµ²®	 A©µ	 öŒõÀ¼Âmk,	

CßÖ	 |õß	 E[PÐUS	 J¸	 Aìvµ®	 ‰»®	 G¨£i	

Põmøh	 G›¨£x	 GßÓ	 Âzøuø¯	 öŒõÀ¼zuµ	

÷£õQ÷Óß	 GÀ÷»õ¸®	 PÁÚ©õP	 ÷PÐ[PÒ	 GßÖ	

TÔÚõº.	 •ÛÁº	 J¸	 ©¢vµzøu	 BØÖ	 ©n¼À	

GÊvÚõº	A¨÷£õx	vjöµöÚ	AºáúÚøÚ	AøÇzx,	

|õß	 GßÝøh¯	 P©sh»zøu	Si¼÷»÷¯	Âmk	

Âmk	Á¢xÂm÷hß.	}	öŒßÖ	öPõskÁõ	GßÓõº.	

I÷¯õ	CßøÓ¯	£õh®	ªPÄ®	•UQ¯©õÚuõ°Ø÷Ó	

BÚõÀ	 S¸|õuº	 |®ø©	 P©sh»zøu	 öPõsk	

Áµ	 öŒõÀQÓõ÷µ	 |õ®	 öŒßÖ	 Á¸ÁuØUSÒ	 £õh®	

•i¢xÂk÷©	 GßÖ	 Á¸¢vÚõß	 AºáúÚß.	

BÚõ¾®	S¸	öŒõÀÁøu	umhUThõx	Gß£uØPõP	

Siø»	 ÷|õUQ	 Âøµ¢x	 KiÚõß.	 P©sh»zøu	

AºáúÚß ©mk®  

G¨£i ]Ó¢u 

ÂÀ»õÍß BÚõß

GkzxUöPõsk	 Á¸ÁuØSÒ	 £õh®	 •i¢x	

GÀ÷»õ¸®	 Põmøh	 ÷|õUQ	 öŒßÖöPõsi¸¢uÚº.	

J¸	ÁÈ¯õP	AÁß	S¸|õuøµ	Aøh¢uõß.	S¸÷Á	

£õh®	 •i¢xÂmhuõ	 GßÓõß.	 B®	 AºáúÚõ	

GßÓõº	x÷µõnº.	uõ©uzvØS	©ßÛ²[PÒ	GßÓõß	

AºáúÚß.	 ¤ÓS	 A[S	 C¸¢u	 öPÍµÁºPÎh•®	

«u•ÒÍ	|õßS	£õshÁºPÎh•®,	|õß	E[PÐUS	

CßÖ	£°ØÖÂzu	Âzøuø¯	øÁzx	A¢u	Põmøh	

GÔ²[PÒ	GßÓõº	x÷µõnº.	AøÚÁ¸®	J¸Áº	¤ß	

J¸ÁµõP	Á¢x	A®ö£#uÚº	BÚõÀ	̄ õµõ¾®	Põmøh	

G›UP•i¯ÂÀø».	 CuÚõÀ	 x÷µõnº	 ªS¢u	

÷PõÁ®	öPõshõº.	CÖv¯õP	AºáúÚß,	S¸	÷uÁõ	

|õß	•¯Ø]UPÁõ?	GßÓõß.	Cøu	÷Pmk	A[Q¸¢u	

öPÍµÁºPÒ	AºáúÚøÚ	£õºzx	|øPzuÚº.	£õhzøu	

PØÓ	|®©õ÷»	•i¯ÂÀø».	CÁß	£õhzøu	PØP÷Á	

CÀø»	CÁß	G¨£i	G›UP	÷£õQÓõß	GßÖ	QshÀ	

AizuÚº.	 Cøu²®	 £iUP»õ÷©:	 AÝ©ÝUS®	

AºáüÚÝUS®	 |h¢u	 Â£Ÿu©õÚ	 ÷£õmi	 £ØÔ	

öu›²©õ	?	S¸÷uÁº,	AºáúÚÛß	÷Ásk÷PõÐUS	

\®©vzuõº.	AáúÚß	H÷uõ	©¢vµzøu	öŒõÀ¼Âmk	

A®ö£#uõß	 Põk	 vS	 vSöÁÚ	 £ØÔ	 G›¢ux.	 }	

G¨£i	 C¢u	 ©¢vµzøu	 PõØÓõ#	 GßÓõº	 x÷µõnº.	

S¸	 ÷uÁõ	 }[PÒ	 BØÓ[Pøµ°À	 GÊv	 C¸¢uøu	

|õß	 Á¸®	 ÁÈ°À	 £iz÷uß	 Aøu	 A¨£i÷¯	

©ÚvÀ	 £v¯øÁzx	 öPõs÷hß.	 Auß	 ‰»÷©	

Põmøh	 G›z÷uß	 GßÓõß.	Cøu	 ÷Pmk	x÷µõnº	

©QÌ¢uõº.	öPÍµÁºPÒ	öÁmQ	uø»	SÛ¢uÚº.



I N S I G H T

Our activities 
during August 2020

Government e-Marketplace (GeM)
We organized an Interactive webinar on Government 
e-Marketplace (GeM) through Video Conferencing 
(Zoom) on 14th August 2020. Mr. Kumar Chandrahas 
Jha Advisor (Business Functions & Integration) GeM 
was the Chief Guest and Mr. Ramesh Mahadevan, 
Business Facilitator for Tamilnadu and Puducherry 
conducted the webinar.

Joint Council of Association of Coimbatore – 
Press Meet
The Joint Council of Association of Coimbatore 
arranged a press meet at COINDIA Auditorium on 
14th August 2020 requested the Central Government 
to extension of Moratorium period till 31.3.2020

Independence Day
Sri V Krishnakumar President hosted the national 
flag on the eve of Independence Day on 15th August 
2020 at our Association. Vice Presidents of SIEMA 
and Sri Jayakumar Ramdas, President, COINDIA 
attended the Flag Hosting

Governing Council Meeting of Si’Tarc
Office Bearers attended the 4th Governing Council 
meeting of Si’Tarc on 18th August 2019 at COINDIA 
Complex

Joint Technical Committee Meeting: 
SIEMA – IPMA & REA
The Technical Committee meeting of members of 
SIEMA – IPMA – and REA was held on 19th August 
2020 through ZOOM and discussed the maximum 
achievable efficiency pumpsets for IS 8034.

Webinar on Refund of Un-utilized ITC & 
In-bond Manufacture
SIEMA organized a webinar on Refund of Un-
utilised ITC & In-bond Manufacture by Sri Jaikumar, 

Sri G Natarajan and Team, Swamy Associates on 
20th August 2020.

Asset Management Committee Meeting
The Asset Management Sub-Committee meeting 
was held on 22nd August 2020 through Video 
Conferencing (Zoom) and discussed about the 
Annual Report made up to July 2020 and the Balance 
Sheet, Income and Expenditure statement for the 
year ended 31st March 2020.

Post COVID 19 Business and 
Economy of India
SIEMA, jointly with IIF, Coimbatore Chapter, 
CODISSIA, COINDIA and COSMAFAN organized 
an Online Seminar on Post COVID 19 Business 
and Economy of India on 22nd August 2020. Dr 
Raghavan Seetharaman, Group CEO, DOHA Bank, 
Qatar was the Chief Guest” for the seminar.

AGM and First Committee Meeting of COINDIA
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President, Sri K.V. Karthik and 
Sri Mithun Ramdas Vice Presidents attended the 
16th Annual General Meeting and First Committee 
Meeting of COINDIA on 26th August 2020 at our 
Association.

Joint Council of Association of Coimbatore – 
Meet the District Collector
The Joint Council of Association of Coimbatore 
members met the District Collector, Sri Rajamani 
IAS., on 28th August 2020 and handed over the 
representations with regard to extension of 
Moratorium for industries period up to 31.3.2020.

Managing Committee Meeting
The 14th Meeting of Managing Committee was held 
on 31st August 2020 at our Association. The minutes 
of the meeting was already been circulated.

Technical Committee Meeting
The Technical Committee met and discussed the 
following subjects during the month:

w Minimum Achievable Efficiency for IS 8034:
w Final Draft Amendment No. 1 to IS 8472: 2019.

Do what you feel in your heart to be right – for you’ll be criticized anyway.
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